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BOB MAY GOLF ACADEMY RETURNS
Waikoloa Beach Resort, June 6-July 5, 2016

WAIKOLOA, Hawai‘i Island—For the third year in a row, noted golf instructor Bob May will
bring his Golf Academy to Waikoloa Beach Resort. From June 6-July 5, 2016, island golfers
and visitors will have a chance to learn from the man who “schooled” Tiger Woods in the
2000 PGA Championship in Valhalla.
Bob May pushed Tiger Woods to the limit in a three-hole playoff that ultimately went to
Woods, but the golf world never forgot. Today, with over twenty years on the PGA Tour,
extensive teaching experience and a solid focus under pressure, May’s approach includes
both the physical and mental game, for high-handicap players as well as juniors. From
fundamentals to finesse, his instruction is inspired by and emphasizes the importance of
what he calls “a passion for the game.”
Growing up in California, May’s passion for golf started when he was a boy, and he played
his first tournament at age 8. He attended Oklahoma State University, and as an Amateur,
chalked up an impressive list of tourney wins and golf awards, including Sports Illustrated
Player of the Year, three times NCAA All American, and a #5 U.S. ranking by Titleist and Golf
Week Publications.
In 1991, he was a finalist in the British Amateur, and—with Walker Cup teammates Phil
Mickelson and David Duval—defeated the European team. That same year, May turned pro,
playing competitively on the PGA Tour and Nationwide Tour (now the Web.com Tour) for
over 20 years, winning the British Masters in 1999, achieving four second-place titles on the
Web.com Tour and three on the PGA Tour, including the unforgettable match with Tiger
Woods.
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The Bob May Golf Academy at Waikoloa Beach Resort will offer private lessons for adults,
juniors and couples, as well as “Trackman” performance analysis. For more information and
to book teaching time, visit www.BobMayGolfAcademy.com.
Waikoloa Beach Resort Golf inspires the spirit of adventure in every golfer, with two epic golf
courses along Hawai‘i Island’s rugged lava coast: the dramatic, tropical Beach Course,
designed by Robert Trent Jones, Jr., and the Kings’ Course, designed in a classic Scottish links
style by the winning team of Tom Weiskopf and Jay Morrish. Spectacular, historic and
compelling, the Beach Course and Kings’ Course challenge the champion and inspire new
players every day.
For more information, contact the Kings’ Course at (808) 886-5375
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